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INTRODUCTION 

An analysis of the environmental implications of different sugar 

technologies, when the term environment is broadly defined to cover 

economic, physical and social aspecto, tranecends mere monetary cost 

•valuation.    The analysis is necessarily interdisciplinary.    Apart fro« 

the availability of natural conditions such ac favourable climate, fertile 

•oil, drainage facilities, and technological possibilities by way of 

iaproved crushers, effective clarificants and convenient mediani cal devices 

for performing different operations, other factors «uch as social motivation, 

proximity to rural conglomerations, and risks and uncertainties of such em- 

ployment opportunities demand attention*    As the sugar industry grows in 

•ito* these factors gradually gain importance and technology choice 

become» difficult.    During the last 75 years in which India emerged as a 

major mugar producing country, it passed through many vicissitudes and the 

journey la n. t yet over.    Her experi nee shows the var JUS complexities of 

the problem on whose solution an effective path for the future course 

of the industry's development could be evolved.    With this aim in view, 

the first chapter of this paper gives a brief introduction to the status 

of sugar industry in India;  the second chapter deals with technological 

eoastrainta existing outside the factory gate as well as inside xt\ «ad 

the third chapter is   concerned with socie—economic aspects of the subject, 

data relevant to the study are given in uppondices. 
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I. STATUS OF Titti JNUUCTRY  IN INDIA 

The nugnr industry io the necond lardent commodity producing induutry 

in India«   nrxt only to tho cotton induntry.    Among the lending BUgnr producing 

countries of the world,   Ituli.o with MI nunutil  production of '«.5 to 5 wJ.llion 

tonnes occupici the fourth placo, the other three being Brazil (6.5 million 

tonnen),  the United Stateri (5.9 million tonne»;) and Cuba (5»5 million tonnoo). 

In 1975-76,  l'»?»7 million tonner, of tnißarcune were grown on 2.79 million 

hectárea of land which cnublod the country to produco 12.87 million to tino a 

of sweetening agentu, of which k.¿(> million tonnuu were white crystal 

¿ugur and 6.61 millionr. tonnen gur (jaggery) and khnndnari  (raw sugar)* 

25 million cane grower« und their fnmilicB depended on cane cultivation, over 

260,000 were directly employed in KUROT mi 11 M and many mare were dependent 

on tho induntry indirectly lor their livelihood.   Employment in gur and 

khandoari uniLs is difficult to entinóte*   The unito receiving assistance 

from Khadi and Village Inductricu Commission mid producing Rs.35^61 

million worth of gur and khanduuri themselves provided part-time employment 

to 110,7'*6 perrons in 197^-75•    Tho rugar induutry io one of the largest pay 

•notare;  lte.7000 million are paid annually as cano prices;  the aggregate 

salaries, wogen and other bene fi to uneunted to RG. 1,050 million per year. 

Animal production of sugar ia of the order of PH. 10,500 million*    The tugar 

industry by way of excise duty ete. contributed mare than Rs.2750 million 

every year to the State and Central Exchequer.    During 1975-761 India 

exported 1.20 million tonnes of sugar earning R8.t»750 million in foreign 

exchange.    Sugar industry has contributed in many ways to the agro-industrial 

development of the country. 
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Sugar IKUîU ine turc ìG characteristically n ni rol enterprise;  eugar 

«ìanufocture cuat b» carried out within i»r,-50 kmu oí  «ugarcarm cultivation. 

Ityeologicrlly-,  the wovd "klumdsari", which Imo now received international 

currency,  in derived fron  •hhandnnla' wliich primarily  refer to a placo 

rather than to a process or an output.    It hat; boon in uso oincc ancient 

time, but the vacuum pan sugar technology introduced since 1903 in India has 

changed the sugar map in the country.    The firr*t factory aet up at Maima, 

a ornali Tillage in North Bihar even today maintains ito rural fcaturee but 

in 1975-76»  there were 26o white crystal sugar fnctorieo, of which lfcl were 

Joint stock unite, 104 cooperative unit« and 15 unite established in public 

eaetor.    In addition to these units, 98 factorieo ore under erection of 

*hich 81 woultí be in cooperative sector, 16 in public sector and one is a 

Joint stock unit.    All those are rural based*    But more than 7,000 khandoari 

units are r*-x>rtod to be operating in different parts of the country at 

differont levels of technologies and their details are not yet available. 

It is estimated that in 1975-76» these unite proccuoed more than double the 

sugare ans crushed by vacuum-pan factories. 

Statt wise distribution of sugar factorieo ie given in Appendix I. 

MM» than 92.2*1 per cent of nugorcano produced in India case from nine states, 

namely, Uttar Pradesh (<K>,79#). Maharashtra (lVO#), Hsryana (*».8l*), 

tail Nadu (10.36*), Andhra Pradesh (6.60#), Bihar (3.<»3%). Kama take (6.985t), 

Punjab (tfr.33£) and Madhya Pradesh (l.fftg).   91 por cent of migar factories 

vert looated in these 9 states which produced 95.per cent of migar and 91 

ftr oent of khandoari.   Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra situated in the tropical 

region taken together accounted for 5^.22 per cent of sugarcane production 

and 65.03 per cent of vacuum pan sugar but only J»7.96 per cent of khandoari 

Mi gur.   Tamil Nadu located in the sub-tropical region produced IO.36 per cent 
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of eu«.rcane,  «anufnctured 4.15 per   ent of vacua» ptm tmCar but l'f.5.l per 

cent of total khandaari production. 

The firfit large-scale eUt:ar factory in India wa« eDt«bli«hed in I903, 

but effective propres occurred only after 1932 when the induBtry received 

tariff protection.    Expectation of earning ca.h from the crop during « 

poriod of general economic depresión induced „*, farmern to «witch over 

to augarcanc cultivation.    I« 193I-32, only 32 nugar factoriee exioted in 

Indi« which produced lese than O.16 illion tonnea of sugar;  Uttar Pradesh 

•nd Bihar manufactured three-fourth, of tho total.    Soon after protection, 

the number of factories began to increase,  and production of eugar celled. 

2» 1932-33, the number of factories rooe to 56 which in the following yor 

ooubledj 111 factoriee operated in 1933-3*»;  and production of sugar 

•JDunted to 0.29 »illion tonnes in 1932-33.  and 0.<* million tonnée in 1933,3%. 

•»t, a. it would be seen fro. the following table, it became apparent that 

there »a. baeic instability in sugar industry with regard to productivity 

•f cane cultivation a* well as the duration of the craning season, which 

wee ultitUly reflected in disturbed rate of annual production. 

mmÊmmmmmmmmmÊji 
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Table I 

Are* under yield of production     Average Total 
cene cultiva- cane per of sugarcane    Duration     sugar 
tion hectare (000 tonnes)      (days)       produced 
(000 hectares) (tonnes) (QOO tonnes) 

1952-33 1,386 37.5 51,950 138 295 

1933-3* 1,385 38.5 53,29? 103 461 

193%-35 1,%58 37.9 55,218 104 578 

1933-36 l,68l 37.0 62,185 126 93% 

1936-37 I.870 36.6 68,401 138 1,128 

1937-38 1,636 3*.¿, 55,533 133 9*6 

193&-39 1,328 32.9 *3,?92 '3 661 

1939-<iO 1,265 31.8 %0,l*5 129 1,2*2 

•rarest Indian Sugar Mills Association, New Delhi 
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The need for providing in.stitutior..»!  support ;oo» become  mnnifest. 

Tho setting up oí  the  Indian Institute of SuiVir T^hnology at Knnpur, 

and the India« Central üu^r^me Connu tire  fulfilled urgent  requirement* 

of tho induitry.    The  for,,,- carried cut  rewau h or, scientific and 

technological aspects of jugor manufacture,  while the latter financod 

and guided sugarcane works.    Entablement of o network    of ou^nr cane 

raoearch stations throughout tho country encouraged cultivation of improved 

varieties of cuno; the sugarcane Coirr.ittee wai; m;t;usL,d in ite work by the 

funds raised in the shape of cone cess, excine duty etc.    Tho Development 

Council for the Sugar Industry  cot up in 1956 under the  Industries 

(Development nnâJ^s2aj^oj±J^1J25l rocomendrd targete of production, 

coordinated production programme, worked for improvement of quality and 

reduction in production cost«.    To protect the interest of sugarcane 

cultivators,  the Government stipulât  d statutory minim.» cane prices to 

be paid by the sugar milU;  tho Government alto sanctioned reservation of 

areas of sugarcane cultivation for eugor mill« in different arene in order 

to ensure regularity of cano supply to them.    While formulating the 

industrial development prolan»* for the country, provisions were made to 

Mfca available sugar machinery either by importe, or indigenous manufacture. 

Two consortia concisting of threo manufacturero each were aleo formed in 

1953 for this purpone.    The consortia were able to accept order» for the 

fabrication of k s ;gar plante each of a daily crushing capacity of 1,000 

toiu.es of sugarcane for delivery during 1961-62, and 8 such plants during 

1961-62.    The consortia developed capacity to fabricate  fro« I96I-62 onworda 

12 compiate planto per year and equipment lor replacement and expansion 

equivalent to 9 planta.    In 1973-?*,  «car machinery worth Rs.2?3 «i1Uon 

ware manufactured indigenously;  in 1978-79 fis.^KX) million worth of euch 

mV 
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•aohìnery have been planned.    The country is self-sufficient in regard to the 

MOhinaxy roqair;r -'  "-    **"» in^uotry. 

Apart from governmental efforts to institutionalize the support lent 

to sugar development through the Development Council for cu gar industry» and 

the Directorate of Ungar, non-govornmental agencies have aleo originated. 

The Indian Su^ar Millo Aaeooiation, the National Federation of Cooperativa 

Sugar factorial) and a large number regional producers' Associations have 

preaently bean vorking for it«    Cane-growers' aaeooiation have aloo been 

aatabliohed at different lavala.    The formation of sugar cooperatives - 

there are 10*t cooperative unite out of total 260 sugar mills - has been 

important for coordinating and securing various support programmes initiated, 

the apecial characteristics of sugar industry which link farmers, plant path« 

elogiato« /inaneial institutions, transport ngencieo and cane processing 

unite htive induced the varied interested parties to come together to secure 

the beat recruits*    Presently, the sugar industry has organized a powerful 

vooal intere  t in the country.    Wher «ver efficient coo^erativen have bean 

Organised, thore the growth and extension of the industry have bean marked. 

Vail orgcnÍTwd institutional   support has been absent in regard to 

kkaadaari and jaggery unite.    An All-India Improved Khanduan Sugar 

Neáttfaoturera' Association exists in Horadabad, U.P., but it hao not been 

•try offactiva in rendering much assistance.    A research group hau bean 

tataaliahed under National Sugar Institute, Kanpur to look after the needa 

•f khandaari induetry.   The Khadi and Village Induutriea Cornedeaion, Bombay 

hai baen entruated by the Hi ni at ry of Industrial Development to attend to 

tat Meda of gur and khandoari manu facturara.    Among others, the improvement 

la taohnology, supply of machinery, popularisotion of improved méthode of 

yta&totion with a view to raising the lavais of productivity and earninga of 

amami 
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the workers, and institutionalization uf various activities,  formed the main 

features of the developmental activities of the Khadi and Village Industries 

Cowdssion in this regard.    The Commission, in 19?'f-?5,  disbursed Rs.2.0** 

Billion by way of financial assistance - 1*6.0.2^ million a^ grants and 

Ka.l.80 million as Ioana - to khandsari units;  the distribution of improved 

crushers rose from 291 in 1973-?1* to 6^*9 in 197<*-75, the supply of power 

driven and bullock driven crushers increased from 9 and 282 respectively 

in 1973-71» to 29 and 620 in 197^-75. 

^ Te rage ßize of the factory increased from Wl tonnes of cane per 

4MJ in 1932-33 to 778 tonnes in 1939-'*C, then    remained alsoet stationery 

till 19^7-W when it amounted to 8l5 tpd;  in 197^75 it rose to 153^ tpd. 

In early 1950s, the size of sugar mills varied from 50tpd to over 2,000 tpd 

of cane crushing capacity though a minimum capacity of 800 tpd was considered 

economic.    Half the factories operating at that time were uneconomical.    The 

number of sugar mills did not increase much during the lxrst plan period 

(1951-56) but the working efficiency of these mills iinproved and the scalee 

of their operation widened from 220 tpd to 3,200 tpd and leer than 31 

factories worked below the uneconomic level of SOO tpd.    Presently, the average 

p»r day crushing capacity of sugar mills is estimated to be 1250 tpd 

(while that of jaggery units is 20 tpd, and khandsari units using hydraulic 

pressure it is <«0-50 tpd).    Appendix III gives details of various indicators 

of the development of sugar industry in India. 

^«a 
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II.  PRODUCTION CONÜTRA1HTS 

A>  EroliX2nvj..of  •îugfirrnn» Cultivation 

Three main forme of uwvo toning matita,  nawelj ¿JUT (jaggery); 

khandsari  (brown sugar) and whito crystal  rugar are derived from sugorcano. 

Äigar entered world consumption as a major carboidrato energy producing 

food only in the 19th century, while jgur and khanrisari  have a much older 

tradition.    Technically,  gur is merely concentrated sugar juice; in 

appearance, it is a lumpy brown nubiane« containing  apart from sucrose, 

Other nutritive materiale ao well*    In many parte of India, it is a staple 

element of human    and livestock diet; gur price being almost half that of 

sugar, it is a poorman'a energy food.    Three-fourths of it arc ucod for 

purposes other than as a sweetener. 

Khandsari ic a powdery, yellowish product; cane juice is never fully 

«polled fron it.    The crystals arc very fine and ita f iete ie distinctly 

différent from that of white cryatal sug0r.    It io un intermediate product 

between gur and white crystal sugar produced under vacuum pan system. 

The basic . ndustrial input for cugav industry ie sugarcane whose 

cultivation presents special problem«.    Sugarcane stalks being 3-6 metres 

high, and 2 - 7 cms in diameter require rich, and «»ist alluvium to sustain 

than and sunny ekiee to provide right maturity to juice.    Uniform high 

temperature,  strong sunlight and frequent shower during the growing season aro 

necessary.    Impoverishment of soil foJ]owing each harvest has to be counter- 

acted by liberal application of adequate doues of right kind of fertilisers. 

Thé cultivation of sugarcane is restricted by the geological condition of 

land, and climatic conditions of the region.    Sugarcane cultivation is 

primarily carriod in tropical climes.    Irrigation facilitica ore desirable 

mad fertilisation essential to sustain productivity; the plot of land should 
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be   uuf'J icicntly   bij;  ; •.;  provìnce   an adequate  iji.iru»t i t,y  >-» I   r.-nc  to  i», »¡v"  it 

marketable  to  the ui|Mr-n;ai!;;; u¡nt:..    Tro  i- >jimrat.-iJ<-«.*  uJ  < ultiv;'li> iv; u:i 

uugar product-;ru  ia acut.«--.     Jjt on.'^r to  n¡ake   ;.tj|;;m:aae  cu'Uval, ¡.on  parpo/ic-ful, 

tlic  cu3t.iv.lJon   .vhoiild  bo on  1,rr(;"   plot/; o»'   Inni and   th'^   1nn¡">:>  .• >  mld have 

adequate  íin-jiiciul   uiji(-irt an«! «iepcudnblc  o« •<• wid  loi-   M-; crop,    'ih'«   formation 

of cano (»rowcr'i*   a;:. ueiai.jLon ari;  "ï from the-:-? coirpul • ion.,. 

The land oil viridi «u^aroan-    i .•--. cultivat ri coulti   :.tiec<v,;;iul!y  grow 

rico,  wheat,  cotica,  i.MÍi-0 .-HUí  Hiiietn.     ii.-ri-vr;; cul ti vali rip; niif,:¡ri uno have 

many alterni ti ver; aiwaß^t which they have  to VJXKP.  IH-M ¡- dec i; .a. on.     &>mo 

of the lüct'ir» influencing then. are purely economic,   vlií'í;t other;   neo tech- 

nological.     Ai, the  i.M-n-orn aio piimnrily concerned with e -UIOü/W:   joturnt; their 

deciuiom. a   » great! Y  affected  by  the  pro« ti retrofit  p<!'   •>   oí  rice   and wheat, 

Anticipated market price»; of other alternative Ciopa  that coulti b« ßrown on 

the eame plot OJ'  land,   nu well  a a by the  r-tntutory  mi ninv.im cane price that 

they ore likely   to obtain.    Cane cultivation is capital at well a;, labour 

intensivo,  n¡¡ wich Mie average cultivators with »malt  hoi di. age and limited 

renourcea are not enthuniaetie   about it.     Transportation of cam?   from the 

field to the  factory noede; npoeial   arrangiente.    Tl,i¡;  i.t. opoci.nl ly  f» when 

the adjoining field;, are  town with difieren!  crop';.     Furthermore,   the 

cultivators of uugarcme are  tied to tl>i¡, hi i»ci oí cultivation for revend 

yearn once they  dee.u'ed  to cultivate tlu.s crop.    Ag> ¿en]turir.to engaged 

in cultivating crop.; like iU-e,  wheat,  maize end r.uch other crop*, could 

shift from one crop to another e.i.rly after every crop-renron,  but in eugar- 

cane thiu poc;uibility  in alnor A denied. 

The tipecial cultivation n.athod known ao "flaloou Cropping" which ìD a 

specially of sugarcane cultivation,  primarily comäet:. oí not hurv<>bting 
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the sugarcane stalks completely, but cutting the« fron a height of half-«etre 

cr so, so that from the "eye" of the cane left in the field fresh sprouts 

could grow in duo seanon.    This crop matures early thus   providing early cane 

to sugar mills for crushing and   enabling them to extend the duration of 

their crushing operation.    The yield from Ratooon Cropping is lower than the 

normal yield, but there is a saving on the earlier stages of cultivation 

operations,  such as, preparation of land,  sowing etc.    In some countries, as 

many as 5 to 6 crops are harvested from Ratoons, but in India, only one 

or two crops are grown.    How to increase the yield from the Ratoons and the 

number of harvests from them is a problem on which the research institutions 

are presently working. 

Exclusive dependence of sugarcane cultivators on milLaowners for the 

purchase of their sugarcane has introduced much uncertainty among them. 

In order to discourage the cane cultivators from diverting the land to other 

competing crops, cane cultivation must be made remunerative.    High yielding 

varieties of wheat have considerably diminished the attractiveness of sugar- 

cane cultivation.    Shrinkage in acreage under sugarcane can be checked by 

evolving farming technology which could counteract the attractions exerted 

by other crops.    The researches done at the Sugar Research Institute, 

Kanpur and at other research installations have been significant in railing 

the status of cane cultivation.    A technique of growing sugarcane along with 

wheat or pulses known as "companion cropping" has been developed.   This kind 

of intercropping arises from the fact that the sugarcane cultivation has a 

period of about three-four months during which period the land is exposed 

almost fully to sunshine and the cane sprouts have not covered the total 

area.    Sugarcane takes six to eight weeks to germinate and a further period 

of four to six weeks of tillering after which begins the early period of 
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growth when the vigorous Growth begins and sheds the ground co.pl.tely. 

During this intervening period of 3 - k »ntha peas,   mustard, onion, 

potatoes, gram,  legumes,  vegetables,  groundnut« and even sugar be.ta could 

be tried.    Improved varieties of wheat and pulses have also been tried in 

eoo* cases.    Field experiments have shown that intercropping have even 

improved the quality of juice, though tnere has been „arginai deleterxous 

effect on the can. yield.    Lata from intercropping of sugarcane and maize 

rather than cultivating sugarcane alone showed that  the net profit of the 

farmer increased by 35 percenti!)^    Intercropping or »companion cropping» 

could be advantageous to the cultivators but such interplanting retards the 

growth of sugarcane of the early maturing variety which reduces the length 

of t»ie crushing reason. 

Sugarcane cultivation is a labour-intensive operation.    From . airvey 

-de in Surat Mctrict of Gujarat,  it was concluded that a total 202 «an- 

days were needed for sugarcane cultivation against 199 »andays for banana 

growing, 99 «nandays for paddy cultivation and 38 days for wheat.    Among the 

various agricultural operations, harvesting and threshing were the most labour- 

consuming operations;  they needed 105 aandays while ploughing, planting, 

weeding, irrigation,   fertilization and other activities required only 97 

•«days for cultivating sugarcane on one acre of land(2).    The limitations 

due to labour availability is much greater outside the factory premises 

then inside it.    One estimate (2) showed that the employment created on far« 

was over five times the additional employment generated within the factory 

fro« a given increase in the production capacity of tt>. plant.   This imping, 

on the social repercussions of setting up of large-scale sugar mills. 

y   astet6 ^enTcttae p".p
f:r

r.t0 th« ~~l* —•» on the reference 
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Exteneive bugar cultivation leading to organised labour employment xn a 

capital intensive agriculture operation leads to a rise in their wage-rates; 

the cost of sugarcane cultivation rises to a higher level;  farmers growing 

substitute crops on alternative plots of land also  face increased costs 

for their cultivation;  and mechanisation of agricultural operation becomes 

inevitable.    The increasing scale of sugar manufacture is generally 

accompanied by aome kind of inflationary spiral and discontentment among 

the rural population.    Sugarcane cultivation demands the entire rural 

community to be engaged in the same kind of rural activity. 

Dependence oí sugar manufacture on an agricultural crop which cannot 

be stored for a long period for subsequent processing creates many disturbing 

situations: it creates instability in the crushing season and fluctuations 

in the level of sugar production; excessive strain on local transportation 

and locational constraint on sugar factories are imposed; and the 

emergence of different sugar technologie« with conflicting interests also 

occurs.   Generally speaking,  all these years India faced a cyclic variation 

rf two years of rising trend, in cane production followed by two years of 

decline.    This is reflected in the changing levels of sugarcane production 

over a number of years.    In order to prolong the cane-crushing season, the 

availability of sugarcane at the factory-gate should be et agger red but this 

involves judicious combination of early, mid-late and la« varieties of cane 

for planting. 

Experiments carried out at some factories in South India have shown 

the possibility of prolonging the crushing season to about ten months; 

such cultivation capability however depends on the agro-climatic conditions 

of different regions which cannot be universali sad.    The National lagar 
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Institute Kanpur has evolved a scheme under which the entire plot of land 

is not harvested at  the one tiice;   under its Pre-Harvest Maturity Scheme, 

the method of preparation of harvesting schedule i& altered and only the cane 

at peak maturity u  harvested.     As a result of this device,   the growers 

benefit by higher yield,   the millers by higher recovery  to  the extent of 

0.5 to 1.3 per cent of cane and there is staggerrcd aupply of sugarcane.     In u 

tropical region,  il  is possible  to maintain    regularity of cane 6upply from 

•id-October to mid-April,  b' t under this method of cultivation inter-cropping 

become e very important:  throe-times the area harvested in any year is needed 

to maintain a regular pattern of oroduction.    Further description is given 

in Appendix VI.    The advantage of stretching the cane  supply over ouch a 

longer period under this system is however counteracted by the proportionately 

large area of land needed under cultivation for the purpose. 

Strain on trannportation arises frea the fact that the loading of canes 

is done on carts and trucks in agricultural fields.    Railways have also been 

mobilised for this purpose but mainly by factories which are very big with 

their own reserved areas of cultivation through which they themselves have 

laid the railway track.    &ich tracks are very limited.    Even where the Indian 

Railways serve, transportation from field to the rail head and again from 

railway station to the factory has to be arranged for.    All these arrangements 

require to be completed in such a way that the cane is available for crush- 

lag within W hours oi harvesting otherwise its quality greatly deteriorates. 

Carriage of cane is largely done either by bullock carts or by trucks.    At 

the factory gat« the cane has to be weighed, arrangements made for payments 

and facilities provided for waiting vehicles,    Overcrowding is natural at 

theac gatea which beuides causing delays and increasing the drying of the 

cane, necessitates that the sugar ailla have large open areas around the« 
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ao that the movement of carts and trucks could be regulated.     Scientific 

lay-out and rationalization of operations have to be extended even outside 

the factory gate. 

B. Production Differences Inside the Factory Qate 

Gur (jaggery) whose sucrose content is between 56 and 59 per cent 

and which contains 8 per cent to 20 per cent of inverted sugar when compared 

with crystal sugar containing 99 per cent to 100 per cent of glucose, makes 

gur preparation appear an inferior industry though at present it processes 

•ore than half the sugarcane produced in the country.    It is based on the 

open pea boiling process.    Juice is extracted by passing the cane through 

two or no re vertical rollers of wood, stone, or steel geared to a long- 

lever and sweep-turned by hand or animal.    Electrical power is also used for 

this purpose.    The juice is subsequently boiled in an open pan upto a certain 

•mount of thickness which when cooled and solidified produces gur. 

The traditional process of gur making does not extract more than 55 

per cent juice from the cane; heavy inversion loss occurs even during 

boiling.    The quality of the product is not standardized.    The introduction 

of power crushers has significantly improved the productivity of gur making 

unita; a traditional bullock-driven crusher engaging 2 persons and 2 bullocks 

crushed 7.5 quintale of sugarcane a day, whilst improved crushers with the 

•ame number of men and animals crushed 10 quintals.    Introduction of power 

for rotating the crushers greatly increased the crushing capacity of 'kolhus» 

or the crushers but this radically altered the environmental  structure of 

auch production unit« as wall. 
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Improvements made in the gur-making process yielded 8O-85 per cent 

of juice extraction and raised recovery ratio to I5-I6 per cent against 

10-11 per cent in the conventional open-pan boiling.    Even the inversion 

loss is considerably reduced as a result of which gur gave higher recovery 

ratio than refining.    Adoption of such improvements has however remained 

at the laboratory stage because the survival of gur industry much depended on 

the simplicity of the processes.     By incorporating sophistications,  the 

simplicity criterion of the industry is lost, which renders it less popular. 

The khandsari industry in India utilized about 7-8 per cent of sugar- 

cane produced in the country; using hydraulic rollers,  the units could 

crush upto 50 tonnes of cane a day;  it needed Rs.0.6 million as fixed 

capital investment and Rs.0.1 million as working capital;  the average sugar 

recovery ratio was 7 per cent though with improvements it could go 9.7 per 

cent;  the inversion loss in khandsari process may be as high as 30 per cent 

against only 10 per cent in vacuum pan system; and the average operating 

cost has been estimated at Rs.210 per tonne.   The khandsari manufacture is 

primarily based on open-pan system (OPS) though a firm in Mysore has set up 

a plant with a cane crushing capacity of 200 tonnes a day using the vacuum 

pan process.    Such innovations have not so far found much acceptance.    The 

following stages in the production process of khandsari are common: (a) 

milling of cane for extraction of juica,  (b) clarification of cane juice, 

(c) preparation of rab or the masse cui tes, (d) crystallization, 

(e) centrifuging and (f) drying. 

Airing the last two decades, khandsari technology has much improved. 

The earlier method of operating the Kolhus or the crushers with 3 vertical 
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*©llers and driven by bullocks is now superceded by ut« of large-size horizon- 

tal 3 roller power crushers or 5 or 6 crushers with higher crushing capacity 

per day.    Improved crushers based on screw press device for extracting juice 

and fitted with cane cutting machine are now becoming popular.    The cutting 

machine is provided with a mechanical cane carrier and a revolving pair of 

knives placed at right angles to the direction of cane supply which cuts the 

cane in small bits of a few centimetres in length and tho cut bits are 

mechanically elevated to the juice extractor.    Introduction of power has much 

increased the operational efficiency of the industry.    In some larger units, 

apart from increased roller efficiency caused by the introduction of hydraulic 

cane crushers, the recovery ratio is increased by the "imbibition' process. 

Under this system, bagasse is sprinkled with hot water or liquid chemicals 

so that the left over juice is more thoroughly extracted. 

Popularity of khandsari depended upon adoption of improved clarification 

methods.    Sugarcane juice obtained after the milling operation when strained 

yields 0.2 per cent to one per cent of suspended matter, is dark brown in 

colour,  full of air bubbles and acidic in reaction with pH 4.5 to 5.¿K    The 

suspended impurities consisted of field soil, bits of cane fibre and small 

amount of cane-wax.    Clarification of juice is needed in order to obtain good 

sugar crystals when the juice is crystallized and acceptable colourieation 

of the sweetening agent achieved.    Four-fold aims of clarification are 

(i) neutralizing the acidity of cane juice,   (ii) .eliminating suspended 

impurities, (iii) increasing the sucrose content of the juice, and (iv) 

decolourisation in order to produce good-sized crystals.    Limitations of the 

khandsari process in regard to its clarification procecs have significantly 
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reduced its competitive strength vis-a-vis large-scale sugar Bills worked 

on vacuum pan technology. 

&ich non-essential ingredients like water, suspended impurities, 

colloids and other organic and inorganic substances have to be removed 

from the juice before it is processed further.   Vinile doing so, it is 

noted that the juice obtained after crushing is acidic in reaction and hence 

susceptible to deterioration.    Clarification and boiling of the juice needs 

to be done quickly.   The suspended impurities are removed by straining. 

Vegetable clarificants such as deola (hibiscus ficuluous), bhendi 

(hibiscus esculentus), groundnut (arac hi s hypogaea), castor seed (ricinus 

communis) and other like items are used at the preliminary clarification 

stage; at a later stage, chemicals like sodium hydro sulphite (for i nç rov- 

ing colour), lime (which clarifies the liquid and helps in maintaining proper 

acid-alkali level), and sulphitation are used.   After the completion of the 

liming process,  sulphur dioxide gas is passed through the juice in the 

sulphitation tank.    The action of sulphur dioxide on juice is in regard to 

neutralizing the acid-alkali balance, bleaching the liquid and reducing its 

viscosity,    ailphitation is a process which requires careful control both 

in the duration of the process and the maintenance of pH.    After the cleaned 

juice from the setting tank is removed, the mud left out at the bottom is 

taken care of by bag filters for separating the juice.    Ibr this purpose 

there are two bags, the inner made of medium quality filter cloth while 

the outer one is of jute.   The bag filters ars preferably arranged in filter 

boxes to avoid fall in temperature and consequent reduction ia filter rate. 

Normally, a bag filter takes three-quarters of an hour to filter out ?5 to 

80 per cent of the total available juice in mud.   Vegetable clarificante do 
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not have much chemical action on juice;  the vegetable albumen cogulate on 

heating, entangle the suspended and coloidal impurities and bring then to 

the surface like scums of different colours which are strained off till white 

froth appears.    The chemical clarificante have deeper reactions.    Vegetable 

clarificante succeed in removing aoout 10-15 per cent of non-sugar elements 

from the juice, lime carbonation gwe 50-55 per cent result, while defecation 

by adding lime followed by further refining through carbon filteraVion, is 

60 per cent efficient. 

After clarification,  juice is heated for cry stalli tation.    Well designed 

furnaces ensuring fuel economy and control over temperature are necessary. 

For thickening process so that right consistency of ayrup, rab or mass- 

ecuite is produced,  different kinds of multi-pan furnaces have been evolved. 

Single pan furnaces are used for the manufacture of gur but multipan furnaces 

are adopted for the manufacture of rab where large quantities of cane are 

handled.    As the pans under khandsari are heated under open atmosphere 

(in contrast with controlled heating under the vacuum pan system), the 

khandsari is generally known as open pan system sugar.    In such a system, 

temperature control depends on lay-out, design and dimensions of pans, 

as well as on the expertise of the boilers.    For khandsari production, juice 

is boiled at 108°C-110°C at which there is substantial loss of sugar.    To 

minimize this kind of loss, the boiling period is shortened.    Direct heating 

obtained from dry bagasse or such other materials is employed which makes 

its control difficult.    Such fuel sources necessitate large open apace around 

the units for their sun-drying.    The sucrose loss under OPS is estimated at 

15 per cent against only 2 per cent in the vacuum pan method. 
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The exact temperature at which boiling is stopped and the syrup 

"struck" haß significant effect on cry stalli zation which is caused by 

sudden cooling of the supersaturated liquid.    When the hot massecuite comes 

out of the pan at moie than 100°C temperature,  there are no crystals in it. 

Crystallization begins by sudden cooling of the supersaturated liquid.   Only 

when the hot syrup begins to be aerated does the cooling process induce 

crystallization.    When the fine grains are formed, they serve as nuclei 

for the development of crystals. 

Crystallization takes place in two stages.    First, formation of the 

grains of crystals,  and second, the development of crystal grains already 

formed.   The fall in temperature enables granulation to take place and the 

cooling mass becomes the magna of fine crystals mixed with the mother 

liquid.   The process of aeration sets the crystallisation in motion, but 

seeding helps in increasing the size of crystals.    Sudden drop in temp- 

erature and aeration are important factors for crystallization;  in OPS these 

are unregulated processes depending on atmospheric conditions and crude 

mechanical devices for aeration. 

There are generally two methods of crystal formation •» crystallization 

at rest, and crystallization in motion.    The first consists of cooling the 

magma without disturbing it in the container as it cools.   This is generally 

done in small-scale units where the massecuite is filled in an earthen vessel 

where it remains stored for two or three weeks and left to cool.    The rate 

of cooling here is irregular and uncontrolled.    About a week is required just 

to reduce the temperature from 8o°C to *tO°C.    Temperature at the top and 

sides of the pot is lower than in the centre.    Lumpineas in the massecuite 

» 
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reeults from this kind of uneven temperature.    These luops are broken later. 

They also create difficulties during centrifuging.    Rapid cooling at the 

surface of the container caused formation of false grains; irregular and 

uneven rate of cooling cause graining at ai fièrent times in different 

portions of the magma in the same pot.    Such unevenness inhibits the develop- 

er* of grains to biLrger sizes and the crystals are also of varied sizes. 

Crystallisation-in-motion adopted in khandsari units eliminates some 

of the difficulties mentioned above.    In this process, the aerated masse- 

cuite is stored in crystallizers fitted with slow revolving stirring gear 

which tries to introduce uniformity in the cooling procesr.    Uniform and 

bigger sizes of crystals are therefore acheived in this process.    In 2-3 

days,  the magma is cold, crystallized and ready for centrifuging. 

Centrifufiinfl; Sugar crystals from the massecuite are separated by a centri- 

fuge operated either by a pedal or by power.    The machinery is essentially 

a mechanical contraption for separating solid crystals from liquid massecuite. 

On the efficiency of this machinery and the speed with which it is operated, 

depends the uniformity of crystal sizes and the quantum of crystals centri- 

fugea from the mother liquid.    Viscosity of the magma does impair its 

operational efficiency.    At this stage, chemicals are sometimes added to 

reduce viscosity and improve the colouring of crystals.    As a result of this 

operation, molasses are strained from crystal sugar and the crystals «re 

•craped from the cage of the centrifuge.    Lumps of sugar often formed due 

to defective massecuite preparation or presence of false grains have to be 

•roken.    Khandsari needs drying before it is bagged and marketed.    These «re 

crude operations, often needing much ground space.    In large-scale unit«, 
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theec oporationo are mechanically performed. 

The various phases of production ßhow that the production constraints 

arirán^ from cor^itions prevailing outside the factory gate are of the 

same nature for ail technologies.    They are connected with the vagaries of 

agricultural operations.    Within the factory gate, clarification and boil- 

ing present the iwjor differences.    As heat needed for boiling the syrup 

is not controlled so effectively under OPS, there occur some variations 

in quality of the output, khandsari under this process.    The acidity of the 

juice which rapidly destroys its sucrose content, and the brief span between 

harvesting and crushing available to achieve the highest juice recovery 

ratio are major problems for which scientific solution has been lacking. 

Storage of cane, and of cane juice without causing much damage to them are 

yet unsolved on whose solution a radical change in sugar technology possible. 

Ill SOCIO-BQONOMIC ENVIBONMKNT 

The social environment of rural India provided many special character- 

i at ics for the successful introduction of different sugar technologies in 

the country.    The jaggery production based on bullock driven crushers gave 

jn an average employment to 2 men and 2 bullocks which could be productively 

«spPyed for about 6 months in a year if the farmer had 3 hectares of land 

under sugarcane cultivation.    The economic changes taking place during the 

last few decade« have distorted the ancient socio-economic balance while 

tat modern structure has not yet stabili M d the sooiety   It» rol« of 
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different sugar technologies in making the rural economy viable,  and in 

initiating a sell-generating growth iß significant. 

Traditional rural society, almost tO.1 over the world has deep-rooted 

conservation resenting any radical incursion from the industrialized metro- 

polis.    But, any change initiated at the village level with help, cooperation 

and involvement of the local population is readily adopted.    Such changes to 

be effective should be related to agriculture, cater to one of their basic 

needs, and increase their employment potential.    Evolution of different 

sugar technologies is based on these characteristics which make them effective 

in initiating programmes of economic change. 

The basic input for sugar manufacture is sugarcane.    The cultivation 

of sugarcane is radically different from other crops; its extension is 

restricted by geo-climatic characteristics of the region;  the period of 

cultivation is unusually long and the land tied to this crop very much 

restricts the manoeuvrability of the farmer;   the crop is very disease-prone 

and the quality of the cane quickly deteriorates after harvesting; capital 

needed for this kind of agricultural cultivation is high, and alternative 

uses of sugarcane almost absent.   To succeed under these conditions,  the 

agriculturists should be scientifically oriented, capable of taking assistance 

from research institutions and (State) financial institutions,  and having 

easy access to sugarcane crushing establishments.    As a result of this link- 

age, adoption of sugar production as an economic activity would require a 

readiness among the farmers to adopt new methods of cultivation,  faciltiies 

for mechanization,  and willingness to form cooperatives. 

Whatever the scales of operation,  sugar production needs, besides 

sugarcane, limestone,  sulphur, coal, coke and other kinds of fuel;  sugar 

production yield« bagase«, aolaeseo and prese mud, besides the sweetening 



agents in the form of white crystal sugar, khandeari and gur,    Gur or 

j«ggery iß largely consumed by the rural people themselves,  but for other 

items like khaiidsari and sugar organized markets are essential.    The rcanu- 

facturing unite, under technological constraints, have to be set up in the 

rural environment.    Power is now an essential component of sugar technology; 

the rural areas must be electrified, or self-contained power-generating setn 

will have to be installed.    Good road/rail link between the cultivating 

field and the manufacturing unit is important.    The availability of water is 

necessary for irrigating cane fields as well as for washing the cane before 

crushing and for other production requirements.    The production period 

being uncertain and seasonal, depends on temporary flow of labour force 

which could be drafted when needed, after which they could revert to their 

former occupation.    As the villages are not so constituted as to such finely 

adjusted production-mix to release such a seasonal labour force, sugar 

production assumes underemployment in order to be economical.    Existence of 

small cottage industries would be helpful in removing the anomaly arising 

from this situation. 

Qenarally speaking,  sugar production needs ten-times its weight of 

augarcana,  and about one-tenth its weight limestone.    A similar amount of 

coal is also needed.    Bagasse is used as a fuel;  it has the possibility of 

alternative uses.    It may be a raw material for making paper, pulp,  news- 

print and insulation boards; it can also be used after ghemical treatment 

for the production of plastic moulding powder, cattle faed, bio-gas, 

•auure etc.    Molasses constitute about k per cent of sugarcane and is at 

present usad by the éistilleriea in the production of industrial alcohol, 
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potable spirit etc.,   but it can be used also as manure, cattle feed, tobacco 

curing agent and for the manufacture cf polythene, plastic etc.    The main 

difficulty standing in the way of better utilization of .»lasses seems to be 

the absence of adequate storage, distribution and transport facilities 

from the  factories to  the consuming centres.   Presence of this item around 

the factories often produce« a stinking smell which makes living in the 

neighbourhood almost impossible.    Yield of press mud is about 3 per cent of 

the cane in sulphitation factories and nearly 7 per cent in the carbonatiou 

factories.    The latter does not have any commercial use but its storage is 

space consuming; ßenerally it is used to fill up pits;  mud resulting from 

sulphitation process of juice clarification could be used as manure, as such 

it is given to the farmers, either at a nominal price or free, but in either 

case, transportation has to be done.    The establishment of sugar production 

units as an impetus to rural industrialization needs coordinated development 

of rural industries based on utilization of sugar by-products and close integ- 

ration between the interests of farmers and the factory management. 

Relative importance of different sugar technologies - the scale of its 

operation and the method of its production - is connected with the cane 

cultivating area, product preference of the people, anticipated market prices 

of different agricultural crops and the price differential between alter- 

native sweetening agents.    Sugar mills presently operating under a system of 

•arioua restrictions relating to price and distribution.    On the total 

production of sugar from vacuum pan method there is a levy of 65 per cent 

which the Government obtains from the mills at a levy price for it. own 

distribution system; the rewaining 35 per cent is sold by the mille anywhere. 
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Th. lev, ^ar i, paid prices vhlch tutn for ^^ ^^ ^ ^ 

-1 tb». puce, th. prices arc fi«d which enable the consul to 

receive their r,ugar quota of ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ 

«le sugar is aleo «„d by the ^„^ though at a ^ Ughor ^ 

While th. levy price of sugar in Harya». was «S170.58 per qulntal,   th. f„e 

sugar „a8 Mlling at teo3500_    ihe nius ^ to ^ ^^ ^ 

*uty which has present bee, *., p,r cant for ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

for lev, sugar.    To encourag. the in. to conti• paction even aft.r 

th. „in augar MMm le „„„,   ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ 

Ihe sugar Bills have to oar a stim.i.f.j «> pay a stipulated sugarcane price   over and 

•bove which there is a MrK up for better „uality cane.    The statutory 

ini«,« price of sugarcane per quintal in 1,76-77 has been Ss.8.,0 for a 

ba*c recover, i.v.l of 8.5 per cent over which pre^u. for ever, increase 

of 0.1 per cent above basic recovery 1.,.! „., been flxed „ „^^    fc 

«tua! ,rice paid by the sugar .ills has generally been higher than these 
pncs.  m w,.76, ,hen the ranga of eUtatoiy -idM priceB for ^^ 

«. Bs.8.50 to 12.80. th. Mils actually paid th. f.r»ra can. prices upto 

»=.18.00.   As far as th. Xh.nds.ri «nuf.ctur.rs are concerned, they do not 

«ff.r fro. these „strictions.    There are no pric. restrictions on the., 

th.y couid purohas. can. .t ^ price, „n khmu^ ,t ^ ^ ^ ^ 

wh.„.   .xcia. „ut, on th.ir preduction oouid be ^ i7>5 ^ ^ ^ 

"1°r"' " •°COrdiOS * th« "*«-** W neh... „„d.r which Kh.Mi 

th. «handsari units h... to pay th. levy .„ th. b..i. 0f th. type of „chiner, 

»»a and th. capacity .f th. unit, but tn.y could clai. „bat.. ., ^ 

o< »n-.,utilia.tio„.   Th. .ff.ctlv. rat. of „ci., duty und« thi. vrt.. 

iglt$illnipi1M)mmfMf%t0t* 
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k aati-ted between 6-9 per cent ad-valor«.    Such differential treatment 

enables the khandsari «nit to obtain sugarcane cheaper even when the mille 

•re paying higher rates because the vacuum pan units cannot pay loss than 

tho statutory minimu« prices even when there is the glut in the supply; 

the incidence of tax is less on khandeari units and freedom to sell at any 

price increased their competitive power.   Some effort has already been «ade 

to link the cultivators with sugar odile 0f the «gion, nonethelese the 

effective solution of the proble. has not yet emerged.    Whether the coexistence 

of different sugar technologies could be fostered in any community by 

•dmnietrative price controls and regulatory mechmnis. without destroying 

their viability is a mute point.    The superiority of OPS sugar production 

«ems to lie in its close integration with the socio-economic organization 

of the society where it is carried out, in its adaptability to existing 

conditions rather than in its comparative cheapnea. of production, labour 

intensity of the projact or the quality of the output. 

- -*•" 
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Agpandlx I 

Jugare an« baciare age,  recovery ratiot wf>«r factories in_ 

Opa ration and tha duration of crushing season 

States Hectareage (000) Recovery Ratio No. of Sugar Duration of 
Mills 
tion 

in Opera- Crushing 
Seaaon 

197^75 1975-76 197^-75 > 1975-76 197^75 1975-76 197^75 1975-76 

1. Uttar 
Proda eh 

1^2 1,^50 9.*> 9.50 7% 77 152 116 

2.  Maharash- 
tra 

185 217 11.17 11.25 52 55 160 156 

3*  Haryana 161 139 8.97 9.28 3 3 199 180 

k. Taail 
Nadu 

160 155 8.%3 9.20 17 16 169 88 

5.  Andhra 
Pradash 

195 136 10.07 9.9O 21 21 127 102 

6.  Bihar 1%1 13% 8.63 9.05 28 27 80 67 

7.  Karnataka 12k 131 IO.89 10.68 17 19 l<tO 123 

8. Punjab 123 U5 9.02 8.59 6 6 15% 157 

9. Madhya 
Pradeah 

81 69 8.82 9.W 6 6 1*2 105 

ALL INDIA        2,89%       2,790 9,90     10.20      2*7        253 1*0       120 

Source: The Indiai» Sacar Milla Aaaociation, New Delhi. 
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Appendix II 

Production of Sugarcane,  suflar. and fiur 

and Khandsari 

Unit:  thousand tonnes 

Sugarcane Sugar Qur - Khandsari 

States 1974-75 1975-76    1974-75 1975-76     1975-75 1975-76 

1. Utt«r 
Pradesh 

6M79 58,214 1,431 1,166 3,783 3,796 

2. Maharash- 
tra 

17,178 19,168 1,515 1,606 215 334 

3* Haryana 5,910 6,870 114 107 390 486 
4. Tamil 

Nadu 
14,593 14,786 384 177 950 1,250 

5* Andhra 
Pradesh 

11,496 9,421 397 326 754 611 

6. Bihar 5,568 4,907 212 177 233 226 
7. Karnatak« 8,629 9,965 336 361 472 566 
8. Punjab 6,150 6,180 77 83 452 444 

f. Madhya 
Pradesh 

2,000 2,131 57 

4,79^ 

48 

4,262 

110 

8,063 

136 

ALL INDIA 144,289 142,704 8,611 

iouroee :  (1) The Indian Sugar Kills Association, New Delhi 

(2) Directorate of Economics and Statiatics, Ministry of 
Agriculture and Irrigation, New Delhi. 

_SSas 
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Appendix III 

Sugarcane production, yield per hectare, total cane 

crushed,  recovery ratio, average duration of crushing 

Tear Sugarcane 
Production 

(•000 Tonnes) 

Average 
capacity 
of sugar 

Mills (tpd) 

Total cane 
crushed 

(•ooo Tonnes) 

Recovery 
of sugar 

{% cane) 

Average 
duration 

(days) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1932-33 51.950 481 3, *K>4 8.66 138 

1939-JK) *K),ll»5 778 13.342 9.31 129 

1947-W 58tl70 815 11,01^ 9.91 110 

1950-51 69,220 873 11,147 10.03 101 

1953-51» 53,6*8 956 10,092 IO.08 86 

1956-57 83.6*3 1,048 a, 187 9.73 150 

1959-60 91,39^ 1.167 24,8ll 9.91 138 

1962-63 91.913 1.151 20,755 10.24 108 

1965-66 123.990 1.253 36,404 9.68 159 

1968-69 124,676 1.320 37.455 9.50 150 

1971-72 133,569 I.437 30.973 10.03 107 

1974-75 144,289 1.534 W.435 9-90 140 

feurctt The Indian Sugar Mills Association, New Delhi. 

*> 
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Appendix IV 

Ex-Works Cost of Sup-ar Manufacture 

J 
Season 
(Days) 

3ased on Zonal average of 5 yrs duration & recovery 
Recovery   Qobt of 

(•%)       cane at 
noti- 
fied 
minimum 
prices 

Konversion 
charges 

Keturn " Krf-worlTE— 
Cost 

(4+5+6) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

1. Punjab 99 8.27 101.26 61.45 li?. 60 175.31 
2. Haryana 151 8.70 101.90 44.23 ti 158.73 
3» Rajasthan 74 8.88 95.19 75.45 H 183.24 
4. West Ü.P. 144 9.23 102.14 39.08 H 153.82 
3« Central UP. 149 9.06 102.24 38.75 II 153.59 
6. last Ü.P. 115 9.28 101.66 46.12 II I6O.38 
7. North Bihar 97 9.22 101.71 53.52 II I67.83 
8. South Bihar 72 8.59 102.51 77.77 N 192.88 
9* Gujarat l4l 9.92 105.14 39.31 II 157.05 
10- »ta 81 9.20 97.91 69.10 H 179.61 
11* Maharash- 

tra 
171 11.16 101.79 34.01 II 148.40 

12. Karnataka 146 10.3*» 104.74 41.40 n 158.74 
13-#Ä2h 122 9.55 99.42 36.46 II 148.48 
14. Tamil Nadu 

It Pondi- 
cherry 

189 8.48 107.67 37.06 n 157.33 

15* Oriasa, 
Assam 6 
Wtst Bangal 

87 9.01 94.07 5*.89 N 161.56 

——" 
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Appendix IV cont'd 

Based on Zonal average of 5 yrs duration & recovery 
Zonae Season   Beco very    Cost of   Conversion   Return   Ex-works 

(days) (%)       cane at       charges Cost 
noti- (%f5+6) 
fied 
ad ni Bum 
prices 

(D Ï2T       m TO C5T (55—r?r 
16. Kerala 70 8.60 96.05     71.2*» 12.60     179.09 

Source:    Report on the Cost Structure of and Fair Price. Payable to the 
Sugar Industry, Tariff Commission, Bombay,  1973. 

I* 
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Appendix V 

Io se« s Ihrina Khandsari Procès« 

Data collected for two successive seasons by a U.P. research 

organization showed the following: 

(Percentages) 

Nature of Loos I II 

Sugar lost in bagasse 17.98 24.1 

Sugar loct in aud I.72 1.6 

Sugar lost in anlasse s 8.99 9.04 

Other Losses 14.29 9.85 

I 
42.29 44.59 

Overall recovery 57.12 55.41 

•ecovery in tenas of cane 7.97 6.92 

Source: Beport of Fourth Technical Seainar on the open Pan 
Sogar Manufacture, PRAI, Luoknov. 
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Appendix VI 

Cropping Pattern 

In the sub-tropical region cane is a crop of eight to twelve months» 

duration.    Sowing is done in January-March and harvesting from middle of 

October to March.    The time-cycle of area under this crop and also the 

duration from sowing to maturity almost coincides.    There is no area 

which is not likely to be harvested within a given agricultural year.    The 

area under cane is,  therefore,  the total area occupied by the cane crop; 

production is reckoned for the entire area,  and the yield factor is a 

simple division of the total production in a given year by the total area 

under cane. 

On the other hand, in the tropical region and typically in Maharashtra, 

the concept is more complex.    The three broad classifications of the crop 

are »adsali», "pre-se aso nal» and »seasonal» with seasons for sowing and 

harvesting as follows: 

Type of 
Crop 

Adaali 

Pre-seasonal 

Seasonal 

Batoon 

Planting IXtration in     Harvesting 
Months 

15th July to 15th 
September 

I5-I8 

15th October to 15th   15-17 
November 

15th January to 15th   13-14 
March 

15th January to 15th   14-15 
March 

Mid-October to the 
end of December 

1st January to end 
end of February 

February/March 

1st March to aid- 
April 

'*^- — 
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There is an overlap of about six sonths when the previous year«s 

crop is becoming nature and the currant year'a plantings are in the 

early stages of growth.    With the requirement of inter-cropping before 

the next planting, three tinea the area harvested in any year is needed 

I to "Qintain a regular pattern of production, in the case of adsali and 
fi- 

I somewhat less for other cane sowings.    The apparent advantage of high 

J yield in the tropical region is thus to a large extent neutralised by the 

proportionately greater land use when conpared to sinilar factors for 

the sub-tropical region. 

I                  iî?trî!ÎÎ*d ÎTOml"BwDgtii°n ^'j ^r""***» of the fluffar Industry and th. I lair Price for flu^'r.» **rtèì A».^.-^,,  ll^   r"   ^ ^      |T 2* 
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